
 
 
 

 
 
 
International Heritage Photographic Experience – IH PE2018  
 
This year’s International Photographic Experience (IHPE) invites cultural and 
educational institutions in countries that wish to do so to organise a photography and 
cultural heritage competition for children and teenagers in their territorial ambit. 

The organisers of the IHPE, based in Catalonia, are pleased to make available to 
bodies wishing to join this initiative a joint platform for raising the visibility and 
awareness of the local competition they are mounting, consisting of a website set up 
for this purpose. 

With the help of the new technologies and using the creative language of 
photography, the IHPE gives us insights into young people’s vision of cultural 
heritage. And it provides them with an opportunity to share that vision with 
competition entrants living elsewhere, and to learn to appreciate the importance of 
cultural heritage as a shared cultural asset to be discovered, respected and 
preserved. 

To achieve this visibility, the Catalan Agency of Cultural Heritage is doing the 
following: 
 

a) Updating the IHPE website to manage each edition of the competition and 
maintaining the archive of images and catalogues from the events held in 
previous years. 

b) Fostering an online community around the IHPE thanks to the connectivity 
provided by Instagram and other linked social media. 

c) Editing an online digital catalogue to present the prize-winning photographs in 
each local competition.  

 
Participation terms and conditions 
 
Each country or region that wishes to participate in the international competition is 
responsible for organising the IHPE at their local level. Each organiser will determine 
the local terms and conditions of the competition as they see fit (territorial ambit, the 
group of young people it is aimed at, deadlines, the maximum number of photos that 
can be submitted, prizes, publications, associated activities, etc.), bearing in mind the 
following conditions: 
 
 

• Theme.  The subject of the photographs must be cultural heritage, understood 
in a broad sense and in all its manifestations (historical buildings and gardens, 
natural and urban spaces, intangible heritage of recognised importance or of 
particular beauty, etc.) 

• Responsibility for the photograph.  The images must have been taken and 
signed by a single photographer. Joint works will not be accepted. 



• Age.  The age limit for participants is 20. 
• Number of prize-winners.  Each organising body can determine the number 

of prize-winning entries as they see fit up to a maximum of ten. 
• Finance.  Each country is to finance the costs of the IHPE in their area (the 

organisation, prizes, etc.). 
 

 
Format of the competition 
 
In addition, each organising body can decide between two format modes  for holding 
and managing the competition: 
 

a) Digital camera mode 
 
Competition entrants will take their photographs using a digital camera and 
will send them to the body organising the local competition.  
 
The organising body will select the prize-winning photographs and will send 
them to the general co-ordinator of the IHPE in Catalonia so that they can be 
shared on the website and on the IHPE’s official account on Instagram. In 
addition, they will be included in the online catalogue of this year’s edition, 
together with the prize-winning photographs from all the participating countries 
and regions. 
 
The file size of the photograph  should be approximately  3 MB. 
 
The images can be sent by email to ihpe@gencat.cat. If necessary, due to the 
size of the files, they may be sent via WeTransfer (www.wetransfer.com) or 
any other online file transfer service. 

 
b) Mobile device mode, via Instagram 

 
To organise the competition through Instagram, each country or regional co-
ordinator will have to set up an official account for the competition on 
Instagram. 
 
The competition entrants must share on their Instagram account the 
photographs they wish to submit to the competition and include in the 
comments the competition hashtag detailed in the terms and conditions to 
ensure that they can be identified. This hashtag must include the letters IHPE 
followed by the last two digits of the year and the name of the country or 
region (e.g. #IHPE18country/region). 
 
Once located, identified and accepted into the competition by the organiser, 
these photographs will be shared via the competition’s official account by 
means of one of the available Instagram tools (such as Repost for Instagram) 
that make it possible to share photographs with other users on the account. 
 



Each local competition will be linked to the IHPE website, since this makes it 
possible to access the Instagram accounts used by each organiser and to 
view the photographs submitted as they are shared. 

 
 

To register for the competition 
 
To formalise participation in the IHPE, it is necessary to register by filling in the form 
available at  http://ves.cat/emZP  
 
 
The deadline for registering is: 15 May 2018 
 
 
Catalogue of prize-winning photographs 
 
For the catalogue, each participating body must supply to the international co-
ordination secretariat the documentation and photographs as detailed below before 
30 June 2018 . 
 

• Presentation text for the catalogue 
A brief presentation text  for the catalogue (30 lines maximum) in the participating 
country’s own language, together with a translation into English and French . 
The full name and position of the author of the text must be detailed. 
 

• Prize-winning photographs and a list of the photographers 
 
The prize-winning photos must be supplied in JPG format for the catalogue and sent 
by email to ihpe@gencat.cat 
 
A document must be attached giving the following details for the images and the 
photographers: 
 

- Title of the photograph 
- Full name of the photographer (first name and surname[s]) 
- The age of the photographer 
- Name of the site or monument photographed 
- The place where the photograph was taken (city, country) 

 
 
Intellectual property rights 
 
The Government of Catalonia and the various organising bodies of the IHPE in the 
participating countries and regions may use the submitted images in publications, 
exhibitions, websites and all other media for cultural, publicity and awareness-raising 
purposes so long as these are of a non-commercial nature and the name of the 
photographer is cited. For this reason, the sale of the IHPE catalogue is forbidden. 
The participants in the IHPE, therefore, grant intellectual property and image rights 
for the purposes described in this paragraph. 
 



 
Registering for the IHPE implies that the signatory  possesses the necessary  
authorisation to cede these rights on behalf of the  photographers of the prize-
winning photographs.  
 
 
 
Contact: 
 
Generalitat de Catalunya 
Departament de Cultura 
Agència Catalana del Patrimoni Cultural 
Portaferrissa, 1 (Palau Moja) 
08002 Barcelona 
ihpe@gencat.cat 
Lurdes Ibarz Lozano 
IHPE Co-ordinator 
libarz@gencat.cat 
 
 


